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Keeping the Peace on Lismore
by Robert Hay, Lismore
On 1st August 1843 there was a riot at Achnacroish on Lismore. Donald
MacDonald, police constable in Oban and Alexander Rankine, constable in
Bonawe, with three supporters, had arrived on the island to arrest Malcolm
MacColl, who had violently resisted an eviction notice (the crime of
deforcement). Escorting MacColl from his home in Baligrundle to their
boat at Achnacroish, they met a crowd of 50 or 60 islanders who
“wickedly and feloniously” stood in their way and freed MacColl. It was
nearly two months later that the authorities returned to the island, and it
took the procurator fiscal in person, a sheriff officer and 12 policemen to
secure the arrest of the three ringleaders of the riot and send them away to
Inveraray for trial. Malcolm MacColl was never caught and the three men
were held at Inveraray until 2 nd December, when they were sentenced to a
further 60 days imprisonment1.
This was only the most flagrant of several acts of defiance by the islanders
around that time. Their character was well known to the parish minister:
“every sept or clan [on Lismore] stands by itself, to support one another
against any other sept or clan that may wish to encounter them; but
although they sometimes in this way quarrel at home, yet when abroad at
markets they are very faithful to one another, and woe betide the
unfortunate stranger who may attempt to insult the least of them”2. This
was a community with its own ideas about social control and justice, little
affected by the outside world. Their view of life was the result of at least
250 years in which there had been no resident landowner on the island, to
impose his feudal will directly on the people. Some authority over
personal behaviour, such as sexual mores, was vested in the parish
minister, but the roles of the traditional tacksmen (until the early 18 th
century), and ground officers, were limited to ensuring that the estate
regulations were obeyed and the rents were paid. Unless the crime or
conflict was of such severity as to merit involvement with the sheriff court,
resolution had to be achieved within the community.
It was not always so on the island. At different stages in pre- and early
history, there is evidence of strong central authority. The dominating
presence of Tirfuir broch and at least a dozen other Iron Age brochs, duns
and forts testifies to the presence of resident chiefs who would have kept
the peace on the island, imposing their code of behaviour and justice.
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Later, the muinttir (monastic centre for education and support of
evangelism) founded by Moluag, which probably flourished until the
arrival of the Norse around 800, would have exercised a strong moral
influence on society. As Gaelic became the dominant language in this
period, place names give strong clues to the contemporary processes of
justice:
Clach na h-Eala (to the east of the kirkyard) sometimes referred to as the
swan stone, but translated as the Stone of the Quick. Tradition has it that
those who managed to touch this sanctuary stone would be immune from
prosecution for a year and a day
Cnoc a’Chrochaidh (Kilandrist) The Hanging Knoll3
After the chaos of the Viking years, the area came under the control of
Somerled and eventually to his descendants, the MacDougalls, who were
the main power in Argyll until the start of the fourteenth century, when
they backed the losing side in the War of Independence. At the height of
their power in the thirteenth century4, they built a chain of stone castles
along the shores of the Argyll mainland and the Sound of Mull. The fact
that they built two expensive fortifications on Lismore (the great enclosure
at Achinduin and the hall house at Coeffin) shows that the island was of
strategic importance, but they were also centres of authority, where
charters could be signed5.
There can be no doubt that the keepers of these castles were charged with
controlling all aspects of the life of the island, by force where necessary.
This was, however, the high point in terms of resident authority.

Another source of discipline had arrived, under the influence of the
MacDougalls, around 1190, when the western part of the huge diocese of
Dunkeld was excised and established as the diocese of Argyll, with its
headquarters on Lismore6. The bishopric had a slow start, and suffered
from limited finances throughout its existence but, for 150 years from the
appointment of Laurence in 1262, the bishopric was dominated by
Dominican friars7. As “the shock troops of Christian orthodoxy”,
renowned for their role as inquisitors, they must have kept order on the
island.
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Achinduin Castle. By a charter signed there in 1334, Ewen
MacDougall granted land to the Bishop of Argyll. (Photograph reproduced
with the permission of John Raymond.)

The Linn nan Creach and the problems of Bishop George Lauder
During the later decades of the Lordship of the Isles and after its overthrow
in the 1490s, there was an almost complete breakdown of security across
the Highlands and Islands, involving an endless series of blood feuds. This
is recalled as the Linn nan Creach [The Age of Forays]. Lismore lay
between the warring Stewarts of Appin and Macleans of Duart, and one of
the favourite island stories describes the murder of the defenceless Duncan
Stewart when receiving hospitality at Duart; the display of his body from
the ramparts of the castle; and the heroic rescue of the body for burial on
Lismore by the Baron of Bachuill and his red-haired daughters8.
The insecurity of the times affected society at all levels and churchmen
were not exempt. We know of one case of serious violence on Lismore
from a chance entry in the Auchinleck (Ayrshire) Chronicle 9. During the
time that George Lauder was bishop (1427-c1466), he appears to have let
the locally-based canons take control in his absence. Coming to the island
in August 1452 to reinstate Master Hercules Skrymgeour in his benefice at
the cathedral, the bishop’s party of five, with their servants, were
intercepted by a large body of armed men led by Sir Gilbert MacLachlan
(acting as chancellor of the diocese) and Sir Morris MacFadyen (treasurer):
“The quhilk schir Gilbert and schir Morys gadderit all hale the
Clannlachane, and all uthiris that thai mycht purches” and “come with all
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the power that thai mycht be”. Lauder, a Lowlander and the first bishop of
Argyll without Gaelic, was first subjected to a torrent of abuse in Gaelic:
“schir Gilbert and schir Morys ……spak till him self richt dispituoslie with
felloun [fierce] words and scorne, and for dispyte [contempt] halsit
[addressed] him in errischt [gaelic]”
The crowd then
“dispytfully reft [snatched] fra him the forsaid master Hercules, and pullit
him fra his horse, and brak the lordis belt, and tuke the clerk ande his
brother and harllit [dragged] and led thaim away rycht dispytfully, and
band [bound] the gentill man, and thocht to strik of [off] his hed [head].
And quhen this foull suppres was done till God and haly kirk, than the lord
wald haf past on his fute [would have passed on foot] till his kirk, thai stert
[stood] befor him, sayand that he schupe to gang their away, that thai suld
sla [slay] him and all that war with him. And thai war all about him, and
wald not lat [let] him pas ony gait [any way], till he was oblist [obliged]
till assolye [absolve] tham of all thing that than was done thar. And for
dreid of his lyf [life] and his mennis he grantit [granted it]”
The account does not tell us what the bishop did next but the Skrymgeour
brothers were imprisoned overnight and stripped of all their possessions:
“thair bullis [bills] and thair silver and a silkyne twys [vestment?] and all
uthergraith [equipment] that thai had that was oucht worth, viz. gownis
clokis [cloaks] hudis [hoods] banettis [bonnets] and uthir small gear.”
Under the circumstances, it is not surprising that Bishop Lauder sought and
gained from the Pope, on 29 April 1462, an indult permitting him to live
outside the diocese, in Glasgow, or elsewhere within two days ride of the
diocese “on account of strife rageing between temporal lords and other
magnates of his diocese, and the tumults of wars and dangers arising
therefrom, and is unable to reside in Argyll”10.
Lismore Barony Courts
During the sixteenth century, the Campbells of Argyll and Glenorchy took
an increasingly firm hold of their lands in Lorn, including Lismore,
imposing the national system of justice. Across the lowlands, most of the
law of the land was enacted at barony courts, presided over by the baron
(who held land directly from the crown) or by his baillie, and there was
only rarely any need for most of the people to have any involvement with
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the sheriff court or higher courts. Much of the business of the barony
courts was taken up with management of the land but it also gave the
opportunity for rapid resolution of conflict within the community and
restitution or punishment for offences, with judgements being given by
juries of peers. This system gave considerable scope for domination by the
baron – he did have the power of “pit and gallows” - but there are records
of courts that at times appear to have operated without evidence of undue
pressure from the baron (e.g. Altyre in Moray11).
The barony court for the part of Lismore possessed by the Lords of
Glenorchy (later Earls of Breadalbane), which operated at least for the first
half of the seventeenth century, fell far short of this model. It was not
local: the estate tenants were expected to travel each year from Lismore to
the mainland at Drishaig near Kilchuirn Castle on Loch Awe, or to
Ferlochan near Campbell of Barcaldine’s black tower, to make due feudal
submission, and they were fined for absence unless “lyand seik”. To make
matters worse, because the court was viewed as a formal part of the
judicial system, the proceedings were in Scots, which would have been
incomprehensible to the Gaelic-speaking tenants.
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Lismore Barony Court Record for 1616. The Title is in Latin: Curia de
Lesmoir tenta apud Drissaig – Court of Lismore held at Drishaig 26
April 1616. Each paragraph starts with the name of a township on
Lismore: Balimakilichan, Pennyport (not identified today), Killean,
Baleveolan, Achnacroish and Baligrundle, and the offences are mainly
not sowing of pease. Reproduced by permission from National Records of Scotland.
The surviving and legible records of the court for 16 individual years
between 1615 and 1643 in the Glenorchy Barony Court Book 12 are in
Secretary handwriting and include some very complex Gaelic personal
names and archaic terms in Scots. They are the subject of a current
research project, with Linda Fryer providing the expertise in palaeography
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and interpretation. A full account will be published in due course. The
preliminary findings are that the baron used the court primarily as a means
of enforcing the extraordinarily comprehensive Acts of the Laird of
Glenorchy set out in 1621 in the Black Book of Glenorchy 13 for all his
tenants in the great swathe of land from Loch Tay to Lismore. These
included:
Muirburn only in March, in conformity with Act of Parliament; grass only,
not heather & young wood, not infield & manured lands
No support to poachers (deer, roe, blackcock or blackfish [salmon])
All head dykes and fold dykes to be mended yearly with divot, earth &
stane
All householders to have dyked kailyards
Peat to be cast only with the lowland spade
Tenants and cottars to leave their dwelling houses in the state they entered
Briers or thorns to be cut only “in the waxing of the moone yearlie”
Planting young trees in kailyards yearly; tenants 6, cottars 3 trees; then
planted out on the holding
No keeping of pigs
No cutting of broom
Cattle, sheep and other livestock to be taken to the sheiling during the
growing season; except one carriage horse under control; if a weak cow is
unable to make it to the head dyke, it must be under the control of a herd
Every landholder to act as forester of its woods
No rooks, hooded crows nor pyatis [magpies] to be allowed to nest
Quarrels to be resolved within 3 years
Cunstars for the brewhouses to ensure quality. Brewers to brew on
Thursdays and have ale ready for the cunstars on Sunday
The township miller and smith to have 40 shillings yearly for maintenance
Special penalties for housing strangers, stealing sacks or pokes, damage to
trees
Wives to be fined for drinking in a broustar hous without their husband;
and the need for anyone to have travelled 8 miles to justify drinking in a
brewhouse
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The court also had responsibility for implementing national legislation
including the direction, in an early and misguided attempt to Improve
agriculture, to grow wheat and pease. This was restated at the 1618
Lismore court:
“Item also the act of court maid of befoir anent sawing of peis [pease] and
quhyte [wheat] w[i]t[h]in the lairds bounds of Lismoir is p[rese]ntlie
renewit in this court In maner following Viz. That evirie tenent sall saw
yeirlie in ty[me]cuming tua lippies peis and tua lippies quhyte vnder ye
paine of xx libs [20 pounds Scots] mo[n]e[y]” [N.B. 4 lippies to the peck]
The surviving proceedings are dominated by these regulations and, in spite
of the unsuitability of the land and climate of Lismore for wheat and pease,
the tenants were regularly fined up to 1634. They were also fined for the
lack of upkeep of head dykes and kailyards, harvesting timber without
permission, and using the wrong kind of peat spade. Up to 1618, tenants
were also being punished for using hand querns to grind their corn because
the landlord was losing income from his water mill. However, over nearly
30 years, few of the proceedings include arbitrations of island disputes,
although there is a sprinkling of “blude and troublance”; most notably, in
1628:
Ewin mclechrist vc cowll in kyllen [Killean] is persewed [pursued] for
bluding [blooding] of duncan mcean vc achannanich in token q[uhe]r[e]of
[whereof] he bett of ane peis of his nos[e]s [bit off a piece of his nose]
Confess[e]s
Duncan mcean vc achannanich is persewed for boytting [biting] of ewin
mclechristis finger to ye effusioune of blood
Item for bluding of Marie ine vc lechallum y[ai]r [there] in the airme 12d
[12 pence fine] and knyffing [knifing]
Absolved of bluding the said Ewin, Convict in bluding the same marie
The Barony Court Records for the hundred years from 1643, under the
authority of Campbell of Barcaldine, have not come to light. The latest
court record, held on Lismore at Taylochan in 1749, under Colin Campbell
of Glenure (alias The Red Fox of the Appin Murder), deals only with fines
for unauthorised harvesting of trees.
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Modern Times
The Barony Courts across Scotland had in fact been wound up under the
Heritable Jurisdictions Act of 1746, by a government that had experienced
a serious challenge from the Jacobite rebellion, and wished to remove
authority from potentially-rebellious landowners. In many areas, this
could be seen as a significant loss of local and immediate justice, but the
centring of justice at the sheriff court in Inveraray, later Oban, would have
made little difference to islanders, who had seen little formal legal process
on the island for centuries. As in all communities, conflict was normal,
and tenants were commonly driven to petition the landlord to intervene, to
prevent cases reaching the courts.
An early nineteenth century petition to Campbell of Barcaldine 14 shows
how ineffectual this process could be. Seal oil was an important
commodity on Lismore, for example for lighting, and waterproofing boots,
and a quantity of seal oil had formerly been a part of the rent for some of
the island townships. By 1816, Archibald MacColl and Dugald MacColl
were the only tenants in Baligrundle maintaining nets for catching seals
among the Kilcheran Islands. On 28 August 1816, they wrote to
Barcaldine explaining that, the previous Friday, they had set their nets
between Eilean na Cloiche, Pladda and Creag Island but that, early in the
morning, “they found the netts wrapped up disorderly, torn in many parts
and shattered to pieces in others, after what they contained had been
pillaged, leaving only behind the streams of blood that issued from the
animals caught in them”. They had suspected their neighbour, John
(Baun) MacKeich, described as a troublemaker in the township, and, sure
enough, they found blood in his boat. When they confronted MacKeich
about his theft, he eventually “brought the concealed property into their
presence and dared them to take it away with them.”
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The Kilcheran islands where seals were hunted. The view of the islands
is looking south east from Baligrundle.
The petition went on to explain that MacKeich (“the incidious robber or
thief”) remained obdurate, claiming that he had the landlord’s authority for
his actions. This was clearly only the most recent trouble between them, as
the petition mentions another dispute still in progress where, although
Barcaldine had ordered MacKeich to pay damages, he had refused. The
MacColls had been “obliged to bring an action which is now pending
before The Lord of Council and Session”.
The letter concludes:
From what has been said and from much more that might have been said
of John Baun MKeich the Petitioners have reason to consider themselves
in immediate danger of loosing more of their property unless a remedy be
hereby provided …. the present application becomes indespensible
necessary for the preservation of peace & the utility of public justice.
May it therefore please your Honor to consider the premises, find him
liable to the Petitioners in a suitable sum, for the damage he causes them
to find him liable in the trouble and expences of this application, and
subsequent procedures.
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The Barcaldine papers do not include the laird’s reply to the petition but
the fact that a previous conflict had gone to the highest court in the land
suggests that he was ineffectual or uninterested in the harmony of the
community. Just back from distinguished service in the Napoleonic War,
Sir Duncan Campbell of Barcaldine was more interested in rebuilding his
grand house, and was shortly to rack up the rents of his Lismore tenants15.
Conclusion
Even this superficial review shows that the formal legal processes available
to the people of Lismore, over several centuries, for the resolution of
conflict, protection against injustice, and the punishment of offenders, were
far from satisfactory. It can only be concluded that the continuity of life
was sustained by an informal code of behaviour, and probably a few strong
leaders within the community. It is not surprising that, by the nineteenth
century, they had developed the high degree of solidarity described by their
parish minister and encountered by the Oban police.
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